Abstract: This paper presents an efficient and precise imaging algorithm for the large bandwidth sliding spotlight synthetic aperture radar (SAR). The existing sub-aperture processing method based on the baseband azimuth scaling (BAS) algorithm cannot cope with the high order phase coupling along the range and azimuth dimensions. This coupling problem causes defocusing along the range and azimuth dimensions. This paper proposes a generalized chirp scaling (GCS)-BAS processing algorithm, which is based on the GCS algorithm. It successfully mitigates the deep focus along the range dimension of a sub-aperture of the large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR, as well as high order phase coupling along the range and azimuth dimensions. Additionally, the azimuth focusing can be achieved by this azimuth scaling method. Simulation results demonstrate the ability of the GCS-BAS algorithm to process the large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR data. It is proven that great improvements of the focus depth and imaging accuracy are obtained via the GCS-BAS algorithm.
Introduction
High resolution acquisition has been a hot topic in the field of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems and signal processing [1] . In addition, considerable studies have been performed on high-resolution SAR involved in both the large bandwidth [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and sliding spotlight modes [1] . The conventional baseband azimuth scaling (BAS) algorithm [7] can work well with a sliding spotlight SAR signal with a carrier frequency that is much larger than the bandwidth. However, this algorithm is not suitable for the large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR signals, because the approximation of the algorithm for sub-aperture data cannot decouple the sub-aperture signal in the large bandwidth mode. Targets deviating from the reference slant range defocus due to their inability to decouple the two dimensions' high order phase binding caused by the large bandwidth mode. Additionally, the high resolution enabled by the large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR is attracting increasing attention. Reference [8] first proposed the processing principle of the chirp scaling (CS) algorithm to solve the SAR signal in the large bandwidth mode and large squint angle mode. Zaugg of American Brigham Young University subsequently developed this principle and proposed a generalized high-order CS algorithm [9] that could compensate for the defocusing caused by the large bandwidth mode. At present, the generalized chirp scaling (GCS) algorithm has been a generalized signal processing method for SAR work in both large bandwidth and large squint modes.
is invalid, and the second-order approximation model of the BAS algorithm cannot address the high-order term, which can cause large phase errors and defocus the SAR images under the large bandwidth condition. The impact of the large bandwidth is involved in this paper in detail. In addition, taking the ideas of [8, 9] about the processing of the large bandwidth SAR into account, this paper presents the method of the GCS-BAS algorithm for large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR imaging. The proposed algorithm can improve the focus depth and accuracy of the processing results of the BAS algorithm for high-resolution signals from the large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes the influence of the second-order approximation model in the conventional BAS algorithm on the phase of the signal from the large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR. Section 3 presents the algorithm framework of the proposed GCS-BAS imaging algorithm and deduces the phase expressions and phase filters in each step of the proposed algorithm in detail. Finally, Section 4 compares the imaged results of the simulation by the conventional BAS algorithm, the back projection (BP) algorithm, and the GCS-BAS algorithm proposed in this paper.
Analysis of Model Error
From Figure 1 , the echo of the target in (X , R 0 ) demodulated to the baseband can be illustrated as:
where τ is the fast time and η is the slow time. η c represents the moment of the Doppler centroid. W r (·) and W a (·) are the antenna patterns along the range and azimuth dimensions, respectively. T r is the pulse width. K r is the chirp rate of the transmit signal. V g and V r represent the velocities of beam steering on the ground and the radar, respectively. τ 0 =
2R(η) c
represents the delay of the target. R(η)
is the range history of the target, expressed as R(η) = R 2 0 + V 2 r η 2 . R 0 is the nearest range between the radar and the target. c is the speed of light. x is the trajectory of the radar. L a is the length of the synthetic aperture. rect(·) represents the illumination area of the beam [15] . A two dimensional (2D) fast Fourier transform (FFT) yields a signal in the 2D frequency domain:
where
, f η and f τ are the azimuth frequency and range frequency, respectively.
On the condition of B r 2 f 0 > 0.04 [9] , the conventional CS is only able to compensate the high-order phase error of the reference range. However, it cannot resolve the high-order phase error caused by the large bandwidth that varies along the range. This problem leads to reduced precision for the secondary range compression (SRC) and range cell migration correction (RCMC). This degradation causes sub-aperture focusing performance that results in the deterioration of azimuth focusing later in the operation of azimuth scaling of the BAS. Therefore, the high-order phase error variation along the range should be taken into account to separate the coupling between the range and azimuth dimensions.
To illustrate the influence of the order-2 model approximation, a simulation is performed with the parameters listed in Table 1 . Figure 2a illustrates that the phase error of the order-2 approximation is small for bandwidths between 400 and 600 MHz. This phase error can be neglected in the process of the sliding spotlight SAR. When the bandwidth is larger than 600 MHz, the phase error becomes large regardless of the reference range or edge range. The impact of the phase error is discussed in the previous paragraph. Figure 2b -d show the phase error of different order model approximations. The figures demonstrate that the phase error becomes lower as the order of the model increases. In Figure 2d , the phase error is reduced to 1 degree; this phase error is considered to have a small impact on the range compression and RCMC. High-order phase coupling should be considered in the processing of the large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR. Each processing step for the large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR is discussed below.
phase error is discussed in the previous paragraph. Figure 2b- Figure 2d , the phase error is reduced to 1 degree; this phase error is considered to have a small impact on the range compression and RCMC. High-order phase coupling should be considered in the processing of the large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR. Each processing step for the large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR is discussed below. Schematic of the acquisition geometry for sliding spotlight spotlight synthetic aperture radar (SAR) (a) and time frequency distribution (TFD) of sliding spotlight SAR data (b). ψ S and ψ E represent the start and end scanning angles, respectively. PRF is the pulse repetition frequency. B inst represents the instant azimuth bandwidth [16] , and B T is the additional band-width resulting from the beam steering [16] .
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Procedures of GCS-BAS
The blocks of processing procedures for GCS-BAS are shown in Figure 3 , while the following text and Appendix A derive the signal of each step for GCS-BAS. Reference [7] explains how to divide the raw data into the processed sub-apertures' data. The steps are as follows:
Step 1: Considering the motion error of the platform, we adopt the method presented by [17] to eliminate the impact of motion error (readers can refer to [17] ). This method has the advantage of eliminating the motion error on the basis of the platform trajectory measured by a precise device like global position system (GPS) or inertial navigation system (INS). The precise trajectory of the platform is easy to obtain in the simulation. Then the 1st and 2nd motion errors are compensated by the parameters of the 3D motion error which are extracted from the GPS/INS data [17] .
Step 2: FFT is implemented to transfer the sliding spotlight SAR sub-aperture data to the 2D frequency domain. Then, the sliding spotlight SAR sub-aperture data in the 2D frequency domain are multiplied by the high-order compensation function;
Step 3: After high-order compensation, the sub-aperture data are transformed by inverse FFT (IFFT) along the range, and are then multiplied by a high-order CS function;
Step 4: After high-order CS, the sub-aperture data are transferred to the 2D frequency domain by FFT along the range. Then, the sub-aperture data are processed along the range with range compression (RC), SRC, and RCMC;
Step 5: The sub-aperture data are transferred into the range-Doppler domain by IFFT along the range. The phase error caused by the motion error is corrected by the residual error compensation which is calculated from the GPS/INS data [17] . It can be thought that the impact of the motion error is eliminated after the processing of the residual error correction [17] . Then, the data are multiplied by the azimuth compression function to achieve sub-aperture data imaging.
Steps 6-9: These steps of the BAS are described in [7] in detail. Functions of H 1 ∼ H 8 are explained in detail in the following text.
Theoretical Formulation
The following formulation is simplified with the form of the phase for the GCS-BAS algorithm which primarily processes phase functions. Equation (3) is expanded by a high-order Taylor series expansion.
where R 0 is the slant range vector, and the coefficients γ i are discussed in [9] . We filter the sub-aperture raw data of the sliding spotlight and the large bandwidth SAR in the 2D frequency domain with the function:
where X i is a high order turbulent item, which can simplify the GCS algorithm expressions, and its specific equation is discussed in Appendix A. The second item in H 1 f τ , f η is the compensation of a high order phase in the reference slant range that can minimize the range variation of a high order phase [18] . After high order phase compensation, the phase in the 2D frequency domain can be expressed by θ 1 f τ , f η :
Then, IFFT is performed along the range for the sub-aperture SAR data after high order phase compensation. The solution of a stationary phase point can be calculated based on the principle of the stationary phase (POSP),
The processed sub-aperture data phase in the Range Doppler (RD) domain can be expressed by θ 2 τ, f η :
Differential RCMC can be achieved by the method shown in Figure 4 . The relationships between τ s , τ re f , τ d , ∆τ f η re f , and ∆τ are explained in detail in Appendix A. The method for deducing the high order CS function is also discussed in Appendix A. The high order CS function [19] can be expressed by H 2 τ, f η :
where the expressions of q i (i ≥ 2) are explained in Appendix A. This step mainly uses the high order CS function to compensate for the influences of high order range cell migration (RCM) caused by the large bandwidth [20] . The phase of the sub-aperture data after processing high orders can be expressed by θ 2 τ, f η :
Also θ 2 τ, f η can be expressed by the other form for the relationships between the coefficients q i (i ≥ 2) and X i (i ≥ 3):
The definitions of C 0 (∆τ), α, C i , and K f are provided in Appendix A. FFT is performed along the range dimension for the sub-aperture data with the phase of Equation (10) in the RD domain. Neglecting the impact of high order items (3 or higher) on the stationary phase point [12] , we can obtain the solution of the stationary phase point by the POSP,
In Equation (11) , the first term is the phase item related to the azimuth compression; the second term is the so-called residual video phase (RVP) [21] ; the third term is the bulk RCM; the forth term is the linear phase, which is related to the target's position along the range; the fifth and sixth terms are the phase that influence the accuracy of RC. H 3 f τ , f η is multiplied to achieve the RC, secondary RC and bulk RCMC.
Filtered by H 3 f τ , f η , the phase of the signal in the 2D frequency domain can be expressed as
The second term in Equation (13) is the RVP that must be eliminated in the RD domain. A range IFFT using POSP leads to the following phase:
Thus, we can obtain the azimuth compression function based on Equation (14):
Then, the signal in the RD domain can be expressed as: 
After being processed by H 4 τ, f η , the phase coupling between the range and azimuth caused by the large bandwidth can be eliminated. If the coupling between the range and azimuth dimensions is not eliminated clearly, it leads to the unmatched Doppler rate in the following BAS algorithm's azimuth scaling. This also results in defocusing in the azimuth dimension. The following operations are similar to the BAS algorithm's azimuth scaling and hence are described only briefly here.
After azimuth compression for the sub-aperture data, a purely quadratic phase shape is added using:
K scl (R 0 ) is the Doppler rate factor, which is related to the velocity V r and the range vector of R scl (R 0 ).
The factor is different from the one in Equation (15) that causes the extension along the azimuth dimension after azimuth scaling. The time shift η v (R 0 ) with a linear phase ramp is introduced to minimize the extension of azimuth dimension, whose expression is given in [15] . An azimuth IFFT is performed on the sub-aperture data after azimuth scaling. The shift and recombination operations need to be done while the sub-apertures are processed by H 1 ∼ H 5 . The shift and recombination operations in Figure 5 , as well as the meaning of variances, are discussed well in [22] . K R is the Doppler rate factor, which is related to the velocity r V and the range vector of
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H H . The shift and recombination operations in Figure 5 , as well as the meaning of variances, are discussed well in [22] . However, the total azimuth bandwidth still exceeds the PRF after all sub-apertures are assembled. Therefore a demodulation operation similar to the two-step algorithm [23] is carried out to move the signal to the azimuth baseband using the demodulation function: 
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R scl (R 0 ) in Equation (18) and R rot (R 0 ) in Equation (20) are described in detail in [7] . The TFD after azimuth derotation is shown in Figure 6 . R R in Equation (20) are described in detail in [7] . The TFD after azimuth derotation is shown in Figure 6 . provided in [13] , and the effective chirp rate has been changed after azimuth scaling and azimuth derotation:
An azimuth FFT results in the sliding spotlight data in the RD domain. The azimuth match filter is as following:
where dc f is the mean Doppler centroid of the whole data acquisition, and 
where ( ) After filtered by H 6 (τ, η), the sliding spotlight SAR azimuth time sampling and image sampling vary with the following equations [13] :
where PRF 0 is the new azimuth sampling, ∆x f inal is the final image sampling, and ∆x orig is provided in [13] , and the effective chirp rate has been changed after azimuth scaling and azimuth derotation:
where f dc is the mean Doppler centroid of the whole data acquisition, and W a f η is a weighting function which can suppress the side-lobe. An IFFT on the data after being filtered by the function H 7 τ, f η yields the focused data. For phase preservation purposes, the data should be multiplied by the function: where
. The proposed function achieves the phase preservation efficiently without interpolation. The TFD after phase preservation is shown in Figure 7 . 
Experimental Results and Discussion
In this section, all experiments are carried out by a PC with an i7 Dual-Core CPU of 3.3 GHz and 32 GB memory. To verify the validity of the GCS-BAS algorithm, a simulation is performed with the parameters listed in Table 2 . The results of the conventional BAS, GCS-BAS, BP, and full-aperture imaging algorithms are presented to compare the focusing performance of the conventional BAS algorithm and GCS-BAS algorithm. The results of the four algorithms are shown in Figures 8-11 . 
In this section, all experiments are carried out by a PC with an i7 Dual-Core CPU of 3.3 GHz and 32 GB memory. To verify the validity of the GCS-BAS algorithm, a simulation is performed with the parameters listed in Table 2 . The results of the conventional BAS, GCS-BAS, BP, and full-aperture imaging algorithms are presented to compare the focusing performance of the conventional BAS algorithm and GCS-BAS algorithm. The results of the four algorithms are shown in Figures 8-11 . This paper analyses the focusing performance of the three algorithms based on such indices as the peak side-lobe ratio (PSLR), integrated side-lobe ratio (ISLR), and resolution (Res). The indices of target focusing for the four algorithms are shown in Table 3 . Figure 8 and Table 3 illustrate that the conventional BAS algorithm causes deterioration of the target image when the system is in the large bandwidth mode, such as with the parameters shown in Table 2 . The PSLR, ISLR, and resolution degrade considerably in the two dimensions, particularly along the range edges. Degradation is also observed along the azimuth dimension. Figure 9 shows the results obtained by the GCS-BAS algorithm. The contours for different targets in Figure 9a ,d,g, the range slices in Figure 9b ,e,h, and the azimuth slices in Figure 9c ,f,i show that the GCS-BAS algorithm is able to process the large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR data whether what the target is located at the edges or in the center. Figure 10 and Table 3 illustrate that the focus indexes of the GCS-BAS algorithm are notably better than the results processed by the conventional BAS algorithm, which performs in a similar manner as the BP algorithm. Table 4 shows the statistical properties of targets at the azimuth edge. The standard deviations indicate that the full-aperture imaging algorithm with the k ω− processing kernel has a focusing capability which approaches GCS-BAS. The results of Figures 9 and 10 and Table 4 show that the former two imaging algorithms have imaging capabilities which are closer to BP. This paper analyses the focusing performance of the three algorithms based on such indices as the peak side-lobe ratio (PSLR), integrated side-lobe ratio (ISLR), and resolution (Res). The indices of target focusing for the four algorithms are shown in Table 3 . Figure 8 and Table 3 illustrate that the conventional BAS algorithm causes deterioration of the target image when the system is in the large bandwidth mode, such as with the parameters shown in Table 2 . The PSLR, ISLR, and resolution degrade considerably in the two dimensions, particularly along the range edges. Degradation is also observed along the azimuth dimension. Figure 9 shows the results obtained by the GCS-BAS algorithm. The contours for different targets in Figure 9a ,d,g, the range slices in Figure 9b ,e,h, and the azimuth slices in Figure 9c ,f,i show that the GCS-BAS algorithm is able to process the large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR data whether what the target is located at the edges or in the center. Figure 10 and Table 3 illustrate that the focus indexes of the GCS-BAS algorithm are notably better than the results processed by the conventional BAS algorithm, which performs in a similar manner as the BP algorithm. Table 4 shows the statistical properties of targets at the azimuth edge. The standard deviations indicate that the full-aperture imaging algorithm with the ω − k processing kernel has a focusing capability which approaches GCS-BAS. The results of Figures 9 and 10 and Table 4 show that the former two imaging algorithms have imaging capabilities which are closer to BP. However, the four algorithms discussed in this paper has different computational burdens. Suppose that the number of pixels in the range direction and azimuth direction is N rg and N az , respectively. Table 5 shows the computational burden of the BAS, GCS-BAS, BP, and full-aperture imaging algorithms with the ω − k processing kernel. Figure 12 illustrates the different computational burdens of the four algorithms with different N az and a constant N rg . It is easy to conclude that the computational burden of BP is much heavier than that of the other three algorithms. The computational burden of the full-aperture imaging algorithm with the ω − k processing kernel is slightly heavier than that of BAS-GCS. Table 5 illustrates that the computational burden of the BP and full-aperture imaging algorithm with ω − k processing kernel are much larger than that of GCS-BAS. The Stolt interpolation in the ω − k processing kernel is much more time consuming than the common multiplication operation [24] in BAS or GCS-BAS. Hence, compared with the other three algorithms discussed in this paper, the GCS-BAS has the advantages of computational efficiency and focusing accuracy in the processing of the large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR. algorithm with the k ω− processing kernel is slightly heavier than that of BAS-GCS. Table 5 illustrates that the computational burden of the BP and full-aperture imaging algorithm with k ω− processing kernel are much larger than that of GCS-BAS. The Stolt interpolation in the k ω− processing kernel is much more time consuming than the common multiplication operation [24] in BAS or GCS-BAS. Hence, compared with the other three algorithms discussed in this paper, the GCS-BAS has the advantages of computational efficiency and focusing accuracy in the processing of the large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR. For a more intuitive understanding of the computational efficiency of the four algorithms, we process the data on the parameters shown in Table 2 . The algorithms' time consumption is shown in Table 6 . 
Conclusions
The large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR critically couples between the range and azimuth dimensions due to its large bandwidth relative to the carrier frequency. Its azimuth spectrum is also aliased for its antenna beam steering in velocity orientation, which causes the total azimuth bandwidth to be larger than that of PRF. This paper presents a method called the GCS-BAS algorithm to solve the coupling problem of the large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR. The algorithm has a flexibility to choose the compensation order for the large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR based on the ratio 0 / r f B . Compared with the up-sampling algorithm and the full-aperture processing algorithm, the GCS-BAS algorithm processes the large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR data more efficiently without zero-padding or interpolation. The simulation and real data processing indicate that the algorithm is able to solve the phase coupling problem caused by a large bandwidth. Higher precision and accuracy can be achieved for the large bandwidth sliding For a more intuitive understanding of the computational efficiency of the four algorithms, we process the data on the parameters shown in Table 2 by a computer with an i7 Dual-Core CPU of 3.3 GHz. The size of the raw data is N rg (= 40000) × N az (= 24000). The algorithms' time consumption is shown in Table 6 . 
The large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR critically couples between the range and azimuth dimensions due to its large bandwidth relative to the carrier frequency. Its azimuth spectrum is also aliased for its antenna beam steering in velocity orientation, which causes the total azimuth bandwidth to be larger than that of PRF. This paper presents a method called the GCS-BAS algorithm to solve the coupling problem of the large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR. The algorithm has a flexibility to choose the compensation order for the large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR based on the ratio f 0 /B r . Compared with the up-sampling algorithm and the full-aperture processing algorithm, the GCS-BAS algorithm processes the large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR data more efficiently without zero-padding or interpolation. The simulation and real data processing indicate that the algorithm is able to solve the phase coupling problem caused by a large bandwidth. Higher precision and accuracy can be achieved for the large bandwidth sliding spotlight SAR data compared to the conventional BAS algorithm. It is also more efficient than the full-aperture imaging algorithm with the ω − k processing kernel or the BP algorithm at the same focusing depth and accuracy. The simulation of the former four algorithms indicates that a fine focus can be achieved for the large bandwidth sliding spotlight data by the GCS-BAS algorithm, while an appropriate trade-off can be obtained between computational efficiency and imaging accuracy.
